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Abstract 
The recognition of 3-D objects from sequences of their 2-D views is mod-
eled by a neural architecture, called VIEWNE'l\ that uses View Information 
Encoded With NETworks. VIEW NET illustrates how several types or IIOise 
and va.ri;;'l.bility in image da.ta can be progressively removed while incornplcte 
image features are restored and inva.ria.nt features a.re discovered using an 
appropriately designed cascade of processing stages. VIE\iVNET first pro-
cesses 2-D views of 3-D objects using the CORT-X 2 filter, which discotlnts 
the illumina.nt, regularizes and completes figural boundaries, and renH>ves 
noise from the images. Boundary regularization and cornpletion are a<·.hi~,ved 
by the same mechanisms that suppress image noise. A log-polar transform is 
taken with respect to the centroid of the resulting figure and then re-centered 
to achieve 2-D scale and rotation in variance. 'l'he invariant images a.]'c coarse 
coded to further reduce noise, reduce foreshortening cffeds, and increase 
generalization. These compressed codes are input into a, supervised learning 
system based on the fuzzy AR'l'MAP algorithm. Recognition categories of 
2-D views are learned before evidence from sequences of 2-D view categories 
is accumulated to improve object recognition. Recognition is studied with 
noisy and clean images using slow and fast learning. VIEWNET is demon-
strated on a.n MIT Lincoln Laboratory database of 2-D views of jet aircraft 
with and without additive noise. A recognition rate of 90% is achieved with 
one 2-D view category and of 98.5% correct with three 2-D view categories. 
1 Introduction 
This artide describes a neural archit.ect.ure that is capable of learning to rec-
ognize 3-D objects in a self.orga.nizing manner. Much prior research on 3-D 
visnal object. recognition relies on appearance based approaches. Appear-
ance based approaches usc input imagery to construct. :~-D object models. 
Koenclerink and van Doorn (1979) created Aspect Gtaphs consisting of 2-D 
views of a :3-D object along the nodes of the graph, with legal view tra.Jl-
sitions indicated by the arcs among nodes. In their approa.ch 1 2-D views 
and view transitions are equally irnportant for recognizing the object. Gi-
gus and Malik (1988, 1990) and Plantinga and Dyer (1990) have atternpted 
to automatically construct; aspect graphs frorn objects in a CAD database 
using convex polyhedra. Other efforts for autornatica.lly generating pcrspec-
tive projection aspect graphs from a CAD database using curved objects and 
non-convex polyhedra have been pursued by Bowyei\ Eggert 1 Stewma.n 1 :l!ld 
Stark (1989), Sripradisvarakul and Jain (1989), Ponce and Kriegmm1 ( 1 !J!JO), 
Rieger (1990), Stewnum and Bowyer (1990), Chang and Huang (1992), cmd 
Eggert and Bowyer (1 993). Hidden Markov models have also been applied to 
learning an aspect graph from a view sequence by Rimey and Brown (1991 ). 
Seibert and Waxman (1992) have developed a neural network a.rehikdnre 
that self-organizes aspect graph representations of 3-D objects from 2-D vie\v 
sequences. Images of rotating jets were binarized and points of high nnva.-
ture and the object centroid were found using a. readion-diffusion proc.ess. 
A log-polar transforrn around the object centroid was used to remove 2-D 
rotation and scale variations. T'he result was c.oarse coded (compressed to 
5x5 pixels from 128x128) using Gaussian filters. 'J'he coarse codes (25 data 
points) were fed into an ART 2 (Carpenter and GrosBberg 1987) network 
for clustering and categorization. These "categorical') 2-D views were Lhen 
fed into a series of cross-correlation matrices, or view graphs, one for each 
possible 3-D objcct 1 so that views and view transitions could be learned by 
a 3-D objed categorization layer. 'J'hc 3-D categorization layer incorporated 
"evidence accumulation)' nodes which integrate activations that. they receive 
frorr1 learned connections to the correlation matrix. 'fhe node receiving max-
imal evidence in the 3-D layer is chosen as the net.work\; recognition of t.he 
3-D objec\ being viewed. 
Jn the Seibert and VVa.xrnan model) given N 2-D views and M objects, 
the architecture must have the potential t.o encode on order of !t1 x N 2 2-D 
view transitions. As reported in Seibert and VVaxman (HW2) 1 75% of the 
2-D jet images were ambiguous t.o some degree. That. is, 75% of the 2-D 
view categories formed by ART' 2 gave evidence for more than one type of 
jef;. Even if several views are ambiguous, the transitions between them may 
unambiguously identify a particular ~~-D object.. Thus, vic\v t.ra.nsit.ions arc 
critically important in the Seibert and \1\'axrna.n a.rchited.ure, which rna.y then 
incur the cost of needing up to .M· x N 2 view transitions. 
Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg (1991) described an alternative a.rchi-· 
tedure that potentially overcomes the problem of prolifcra.t.ing view tramd-
tions. It learns to code 2-D views in recognition categories, as do Seibert 
and Waxman, but stores these categories in a working rnernory, called a 
S'TOlU~ network) whose activity pattern irnplicitly represents the order in 
which the 2--D views occurred, as \veil as the views themselves. An AHT 
module then learns to categorize t.he Btored combination of 2- D viC'WS and 
(implicitly (Oded) view tra.nsitions into a 3-D object category. Such an al-
gorithm needs no more than N+M nodes to code N 2-D views in \vorking 
memory for M. 3-D objects. 
'I'his paper further develops the perspective tha.tl although mu!Liplc views 
may facilitate recognition, view transitions, as such) may not be needed to 
achieve high recognition accuracy frorr1 one or more views. A neural net.-
work architecture, called VIEWNET, for View Information Encoded With 
NETworks is proposed that can categorize individual views with high accu-
racy) in accord with the human experience that many objects can he identified 
with a single view, except when they arc observed from an unfamiliar per-
spective or from a perspective that reduces the objects apparent dirnension. 
Single view recognition accuracy of up to 90% is achieved by this architecture 
on the Seibert and VVaxman database. 
As diagramed in Figure 1, the architecture consists of three parts: an 
image preprocessor 1 a supervised self-organizing recognition network, and a 
network to accumulate evidence over multiple views. 1t is assumed that. t.he 
figure to be recognized is separated from its background. Neural networks 
for figure-ground separation t.hat use computations consistent. with those in 
the preprocessors are described in Grossberg (1993) and Grossberg and \Vyse 
(1992). The image figure is then pro(',essed by a feedforward network, ca.lled 
the COHT-X 2 filter (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Meha.nia.n, 1989; Gross-
berg and Wyse, 1991, 1992) that suppresses image noise while it. completes 
and regularizes a boundary segmentation of the figure. The noise-suppressed 
boundary segmentation is made invariant under 2-D rotation, translation, 
and scale in variance by a centering, log-polar, centering operation (Schwa.rt.z, 
1977). The resulting spectra are coarse coded to gain sorne insensitivity to 
3-D deformation effects and to reduce memory requirements. This coa.J·sc-
coded, invariant spectrum of a. noise-suppressed boundary segmentation de-
fines the input vectors to the self-organizing neural network classifier. 
Fuzzy ARTMAP (Carpenter, Grossberg, Ma.rkut~Ol1 1 Reynolds and Rosen, 
] 992) was used to categorize the output spcct.ra. 'l'his architecture is capable 
of fast, stable learning of recognition categories in response to nonsta.t.ionary 
rnultidimcnsional data, and of lea.ming to generate rnany-to-one output pre-
dictions from recognition categories to output labels. Erroneous predictions 
trigger hypothesis testing, or rnernory search, in the input classifier. !'~Jernory 
search discovers and lea.rns recognition categories that. conjoint.ly ITI<:l.ximihe 
code cornpression and minirnize predictive error using a mechanism t.ha.t. is 
called match l.rackinq. Fuzzy AHTMAP can hereby use supervised learning 
to rapidly fit the number, size1 and shape of input categories to the stal.iBLicaJ 
clcrna.nds of the environment. Each category codes a range of target views. 
Evidence accumulation stores several learned categories in working mem-
ory, and derives decisions from a vot.ing procedure. On the test. sd. 1 a single 
view category leads to up to 90% recognition accuracy, voting with two view 
categories achieves up to 94% 1 and voting with three view categories up to 
98.5%. 
2 Data 
The image database used to test the architecture described below consists 
of multiple 2-D irnages images of three jets 1 . Video ima-ges were taken of' 
1 Special thanks t.o Michael Seibert., Alan \rVaxman and MIT Lincoln LabomLory for 
t.heir assistance and usc of their data. 
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Figure 1: 'l'he image processing flow cha.rt of the VIEWNE'l' syst.ern from 
presenting a 2-D image in the irnagc database till the read out of the predicted 
3-D object. 
3 jet rnodels: an F-16, an F-18, and an HK-1. Each jet was painted black 
and suspended by string against a light background to facilitate figure-ground 
separation. T'he camera was mounted anywhere in an arc around the jets that 
started at 0.0 degrees above horizontal and went in increments of 1.5 degrees 
to a maximum of 72.0 degrees above horizontal. For each camera angle, 
the jets were spun and frames covering one full revolution (an average of 88 
frames) were retained resulting in 1200 to 1400 images per object. The images 
themselves were 128xl28 pixel gray scale. The images were then thrcsholdcd 
and binarized into a SUN raster format to form the ''raw" clata.base. Data 
were converted into a floating point format scaled between 0.0 a.nd 1.0 and 
an additive noise process was introduced. The noise consisted of a 128 x 128 
pixel images with each pixel taken from a uniform distribution between 0.0 
and 1.0 sealed by a constant C 2 0.0. These sca.led, 128 x 128 noise images 
were then added to the 128 x 128 jet images prior to preprocessing. Thw;, 
both noise-free and noisy 2-D views covering a half-sphere surrounding the 
3-D object were collected) keeping their spatial relationships intact. 
I·~ven numbered rotation images from each camera. angle were taken as the 
training set with the odd numbered images forming the test seL. The system 
was trained using random walks oveJ' the half-sphere of training images. Test.-
ing was done using random walks over the half-sphere of test irnages so that 
the paths taken anrl views seen were never the same between Lhe training 
and test sets. 
3 CORT-X 2 filter 
The COHT-X 2 filter (Grossberg and Wyse, 1991, 1992) discounts the il-
lumina.nt and normali~:es image contrasts, regulari;~,es and completes figural 
boundaries, and suppresses image noise. See CORT-X 2 stages in Figure 
2(a), filter kernels in Figure 2(b), and eqmttions in the Appendix. 
Step 1. Discount the illuxninant. A shunting on-center/off-surround 
network ("ON-C") and an off-center/on-surround network ("Oli'F-C") oper-
ating on the image in parallel are used to discount. variable illumination in 
the irnage. The ON-C network has a zero baseline activity and the OFF-C 
network has a. positive baseline activity. The OFF-C ftlter perforrns .:1n image 
inversion. Figure~~ shows a noise-free image as well as the ON-C and OFF-C 
outputs. 
Along straight contrast boundaries in an irna.gc, both the ON.-C and OFF-· 
C networks enhance the contrast. The ON-C network has a stronger r<~sponsc 
Lo eon cave corners of activity in an image t,ha.n the OFF-C network, while the 
converse is true at convex corners (Grossberg and TodoroviC 1 B88). These 
complementary responses are used to build lwtter boundary Hegmcnt.a.tions, 
as illustrated below. 
Step 2. Boundary SegnHmtation. Two sets of convolution kernels at 
two different. scales are combined to produce a segmentation t.ha.L takes ad-
vantage of another eornplementary processing property: larger scales achieve 
better noise reduction and srnaller scales achieve better positional loeali~:a-
(b) CORT-X 2 Filter Kernels 
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Figure 2: COH:r-X 2 flow d1art and filter kernels. The irnage is processed 111 
parallel with small and large scale filters. Grey areas in the kemels are the 
active regions. All kernels are norma.lizcd to have a.n a.re<-t equal to one. 
(c) 
Figure 3: (a) The original Fl6 image. (b) COH:l'-X 2 ON-C output. (c) 
COlU-X 2 OFF-C output. 
tion. The ON-OFF and large-small complementary properties a..re both ex-
ploited in the filter. The first stage, called the sirnple cell layer, consist.s of 
oriented contrast detectors that are sensitive to the orientation, amount, cli-
recLion, and spatial scale of image contrast at a given image location. 'J'hc 
orientation sensitivity results from an elliptically shaped kernel, or input field, 
one for each of eight orientations spaced 45° apart t.ha.t operate in parallel at 
each posit.ion in the image. Sensitivity to direct.ion-of-contrast results from a. 
kernel in which one half is excitatory and the other half inhibitory. At ca.eh 
orientation, a pair of detectors sensitive to opposite diredions-of-eontrast 
proeesses the image. The net activity of each detector is rectified) giving ri:;c 
to a half-wave rect.ified output. signal. Figure I.J(a.) illustrates proeessing the 
ON-C and Figure 1(b) \he OFF-C image with the small spatial seale (6x:l 
pixel::;) simple cell layer. 1'he same thing is done using the larger spatial scale 
(!Ox5 pixels) simple eel! layer. Lines in the figure indicate the magnitude of 
the simple cell response at each orientation at each position. 
The complex cell layer (ombines outputs from the sirnple cells a.L ea.ch 
position. Complex cells sum up the half-wave redified outputs of like-oriented 
simple cells of both directions-of-contrast at each position from the ON-C and 
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Figure 4: COHT-X 2 processing. (a) Output resulting from the ON-C net-
wcH·k) using left sided clliptic:a.l filters (sirnple cell output.). A ''left. sided" 
filter refers to filters that respond to a. vertical left-to-right., high-to-low con-
trast transition area in the image when the filter is in vertical orientation. A 
"right sided" filter is the opposite. Lines in the figure are proportional to t.hc 
magnitude of the response at each orientation a.t each position. (b) Output 
from the OFF-C network using left sided elliptical filters. (c) Hypercomplcx 
cell output for the small scale. (d) The final COHT-X 2 output .. 
OFF'-C networks to achieve sensitivity to the orientation, amount, and spatial 
scale of the contrast in the irnage, but not to its direction-of-contrast. The 
complementary deficiencies of the ON-C and OFF-C responses in Figure 4a 
and 4b are hereby overcome. 
Complex cells excite hypercomplex cells in the next layer at their position 
and orientation while inhibiting hyperemnplex cells at nearby locations that 
arc not co-linear with the eornplex cell's orientation. This interaction is called 
the first competitive stage. Figure 1( c) shows t.he output of the hypercomplcx 
cells for the small scale. The next layer, called the second competitive stage, 
chooses the hypercomplex cell whose orientation is maximally activated to 
represent the activity at each position. 
The final stages of COHT-X 2 involve cooperative interactions between 
the large and sma.ll scale filters. Larger scale fllters cue bdt.er able t.o eom-
plete gaps in image boundaries and to suppress noise, but do a. worse job of 
boundary localization than smaller scale filters. The final COH.'T'-X 2 opera-
tions include cooperative interactions between both filter scales that enha.ncc 
their desirable properties. 
Boundary gaps becorne more likely as the noise in the irnage increases. 
To overcome this problem, cooperative interactions among the hypcrcomplex 
cells activate an inactive cell if enough cells that share the inactive cell's 
orientation are active on both sides of its oriented axis. Large and small 
scales are combined in such a way that the bct.ter localization properties of 
the smaller scale f-ilters have an effect only within regions where the larger 
scales have located a boundary. Figure 4(d) shows the fhlill COHT-X 2 
output consisting of the surn of output of the cooperative and multiple scale 
interactions. Figure 5 shows the result.s of processing irna.ges with two level8 
of additive noise: C = 0.5 or 50% noise (a), and C= 1.0 OJ' 100% noise (b). 
4 Translation, rotation and scale invariance 
The 2-·D boundary segmentation is centered by dividing its JS 1 llloments by 
its oth moment to find the figure centroid, subtracting off t.hc center of the 
image and then shifting t.hc figure by this a.rnount.. A log-polar transform 
is then taken with respect to the center of the irnage. Each point (;t, y) is 
represented as rei 0 . Taking the logarithrn yields coordinates of log radial 
magnitude and angle. As is well known (Schwartz, 1977)) figural sit~cs a.nd 
rotations are converted into figural shift8 under log-polar transformation. 
Using these shift parameters to center the log-polar transforrned irnnge leads 
to a figural representation that is invariant. under 2-D changes in position, 
size and rotation. 
5 Coarse coding 
Coarse coding reduces rnernory rcqnircrncnts while compensating for inaccu-
racies of figural alignment, :)-D viewpoint. specific foreshortening, ;:md self-
occlusions. On the other hand, too much coarse coding can ob8curc critical 
input features and thereby harrn recognition performance. 'J'he analysis be-
low suggests how to balance these effects to rnaxirnize the be])(dit,s of coarse 
(a) 
(b) (d) 
Figure 5: Results of processing noisy irna.ges with COll'.l'-X 2. Uniform ra.n-
dorn noise was added to every pixel in the original image. 'fhe original imttgc: 
(left column) had pixels with adivity levels between 0.0 and 1.0. Unif'onn 
random noise with pixel values ranging between 0.0 and 1.0 was sc;_ded by 
C and added to the clean image prinr t.o processing by COR'.!'- X 2 with re-
sults shown in the right column. Jn (aJ_)L ra.ndom noise between 0.0 and 
0.5 (C = 0.5 or 50% noise) was added. In (c,d), noise between 0.0 and 1.0 
(C = 1.0 or 100% noise) was added. 
coding. 
Coarse coding of the 2-D images used a spat.ia.J averaging method. Spatial 
averaging consists of convolving the original irnage 1 with a function \)1 and 
then sampling the resultant image with delta functions spaced every T pixels: 
o(x- nT, y- kT). For simplicity, in 1-D \his is 
00 
(1 * w) · L &(.1:- nT). (1) 
n=-co 
If the Fourier transform of I IS i, and that of W IS q/, then the Fourier 
transform of equation ( 1.) is 
- - 211" .:(!... (I· w) * T ~ 6(>2- Ml,,), 
k::::-00 
(2) 
where ns = 271" jT, and Tis the sampling period in pixels. If ON is the highest 
frequency in the imagr\ then for the image to be uniquely deterrninecl by its 
sa.mples, we must have by the Nyquist. sampling theorem that 
211" 
n, = T > 2nN. (a) 
Two simple spatial averaging functions W arc: (1) uniform averaging of 
the input image so that all pixels in a windO\v of some width arc surnrned 
and divided by the number of pixels in the window; (2) Gaussian averaging 
of the input image so that a normalized, Gaussian weighted sum of all pixels 
is taken over a window of some width. Both approaches were investigated in 
this paper. 
Method (1) has the problem that uniform <J .. veraging is a. rectangular filLer 
in the space domain and a sine function in the frequency domain \vhich 
introduces high frequency aliasing (((ringing") in the resultant; ima.ge. The 
Gaussian function of rnethod (2) is a ''smoother)' low pass niter a.nd so does 
not suffer from this problern. A Gaussic.tn is also an eigenfunction of a Fourier 
transform 1 which simplifies calculation. 
To best set the standard deviation cr of the Ga.ussia.ns, we define t\VO 
standard deviations away frorn the Gaussian rnidpoint to be essentially jjCl'O. 
The cutoff.' frequency of such a. low pass filter is then 7r j2r:r 1 which by equation 
(3) yields at equality: T 
<r=2 (1) 
Thus, the r,ero point of each Gaussian just touches the center of the next 
Gaussian. Figure 6 summarizes the preprocessing: ()(a) shows Lhe output of 
COHT-X 2, G(b) \he centered log polar transform of (a), G(c) depicts G<wssian 
coarse coding according to equation (4), and 6(d-f) show coarse coding down 
to 16 X 16, 8 X 8, and 4 x 1 pixels. 
6 Recognition using Fuzzy ARTMAP 
A simplified version of the Fuzzy AR'l'MAP network discussed in Carpenter ct 
a/. (1992) is used here consisting of a Fuzzy AHT module (Carpenter, Gross-
berg, and Rosen I 991) ART" and a field of output nodes F' linked together 
by an associative rnernory pab that is called the Nfap Field. Figure 7 shows 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 6: Preprocessing surnmary. (a) Output. of CORT-X 2 preprocessing. 
(b) Centered log-polar image. (c) G<wssi<m coarse coding p<LI.lern. (d-f) 
Coarse coding reduction frorn 128 x ] 28 pixels down t.o 16 X 16, 8 X 8, and 
1 x 1 pixels. 
a block diagram of Fuzzy ARTMAP, and Figure 8 shows a flow chart with 
equations. In supervised learning rnode) Fuzzy AH.TMAP receives a sequence 
of input pairs (ap, bp) where b 11 is the correct output class given the a.na.log 
input pattern ap. The ART~ module classifies analog input vect.ors a1) into 
categories and the Map Field makes associations from the Ail'l:, categories 
to the outputs bp in F'b. If ap is categori;,cd into an AR.'l:, category that pre-
dicts an incorrect bp, the mismatch between actual and predicted bp causes a 
memory search within AR'T~ via a mechanism called nudch tracking. Match 
tracking raises the AI0:1 vigilance parameter Pa by the minirnurn amount 
that will trigger a memory search. Since low vigilance leads to learning of 
large, coarse categories and high vigilance leads to learning of small 1 fine 
categories1 match tracking sacrifices the minimum amount of category com-
pression needed to correct each predictive error. Memory search by match 
tracking continues until a pre-existing AR7:1 category that predicts the cor-
rect ARTb (',ategory is found 1 or a new A.ltT~. category is chosen aft.er which 
learning takes place. Between learning trials1 vigilance relaxes to its baseline 
vigilance Pa· In test mocle1 input vectors ap are classified by All'F~, and the 
chosen category reads out its prediction to the Map Field. The index of the 
rnaximally activated node in the Map Field is taken to represent the predicted 
output class. (See Carpenter and Grossberg (1994) for mon' details.) 
Fuzzy ARTMAP was modified to allow for em-line slow learning from 
ART~1 F2a to the Map Field nodes. A rna.ximal AIO~ vigilance level 1 Pmax is 
introduced (see Figure 8) such that an error at the Map Field triggers ma.t.ch 
tracking only if match tracking leads to a. vigilance Pa ::; Pmaa.·· [f Pa > Pma:r:1 
learning takes place instead of memory search. By setting the Map Field 
learning rate f3ab 1 baseline (iJ) and rna.ximal (Pmax) vigilance levels appropri-
ately1 weights from .F'•X nodes to the Map I•'icld approximate the conditional 
probitbility of the true class given the selected Fj' category. A related a.p· 
proach to slow probability learning is described in Carpenter, Grossberg1 and 
Reynolds (1993). 
7 Simulation results 
A computer simulation on the jet airplane database was done using t.he 
COH.T-X 2 pa.rcuneters in '1'<-.l.ble 1. The database was pwcessed twice by 
COHT-X 2 using a larger and a smaller pair of oriented filters in order to 
compare recognition results at different scales. Coarse coding was done with 
both sirnple spatial averaging and Gaussian averaging, reducing the irna.ge 
down t.o 1() X 16,8 x 8, and 4 X 1 pixels from an original si;;;c of 128 X 128. Ex-
cept where ment.ioned 1 the simulations were nm with the parameters shown 
in 'l'a.bles 1 and 2. 
The data were presented to the network in two different ways: (1) 2-D 
views were presented in the ((natura.P1 order in \Vhich they would appear if 
viewing the actual object in motion; (2) 2-D views were presented in ra.ndorn 
order. 'l'his was done to test whether presenting views in nai.ura.l order helps 
recognition scores. 'l'ra.ining in nai.ura.l order consisted of 160 runs of from ] 
winner-
take-all 
map field 
Choose 3D object 
Fwta 
Preprocessed 
2Dimage 
b 
Supervision F 
Figure 7: Fuzzy AHTMAP architecture. J<;a.ch preprocessed 2-D input vector 
a is fed sequentially to the network a.s it becomes available. The inputr-; 
are complement e-oded whid1 transforms the A1'-vector a into the 21\1-vedor 
A= (a, aj) at field P(/ which is then fed into the input field P{1 • A category 
node k is chosen at P.f which reads out its predidion to Lhe M_a.p Field via 
weights w~b. If the predidion is disconfinned, a rnatch tracking process is 
invoked in ART~. Match tracking raises the AHl"'a vigilance Pa to just above 
the match ratio lxai/IAI. This triggers an AI/.'1~, search which activates 
either a different existing category, or a previously uncornmittccl c_a.tegory 
node at P2a. After the search process condudes, pwta chooses the rnaximally 
activated node in pab as the 3-D object being viewed. 
M 
lal = L Ia kl 
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Figure 8: Fuzzy AHTMAP flow chart with reference to Figure 7. The opcr· 
ator 1\ is defined as fuzzy AND (Zadeh, 1965) (p 1\ q)k = min(pk, qk). 
Paranteier Description 
n;onC - 7.0 On-center magnitude 
O'onC = 1.3 On-center standard deviation 
n, 0 ffS = 3.333 Off-surround magnitude 
0: 0 ffS = 1.875 Off-surround standard deviation 
D = B = 1.0 Shunting values 
B = D = 0.5 Shunting values 
S = 0.2 Spontaneous ctctivity level 
A= 134 Shunting decay 
0:1- 0:2- 1.1 Threshold contrast parameters 
~~ = ~2 = ~ = .003 Threshold noise parameters 
F = 0.5 Complex cell scaling constant 
c = 0.1 1-Iypercornplex cell divisive offset 
p = 5.0 Hypercomplcx cell convolution scaling 
r = 0.004 Hypercornplex cell threshold 
0:::::: 0.001 Long range cooperation threshold ~~~--------~~~,T---, 
1r /8 Oriented kernel orientation spacing 
(a2) b2)/a 1·gc = (16, 8) Large set, large ellipse axis 
(a1,h)lm·gc = (10,5) Large set, smllll ellipse <exis 
(a2, b2)small = (10) 5) Small set, large ellipse axis 
(a1, bi)sma/1 :::::: ((), 3) Small set, small ellipse axis 
G 1 :::::: 2al /3 Hypercomplex small kerJlcl diameter 
G2 = 2a2/3 Hypcrcomplex large kemel diarnetcr 
U:::::: 2a2/5 Multiple scale interaction kernel dia.met.er 
0 :::::: 3a.2/5 Long-range cooperation kernel length 
Table 1: The parameter set uBcd for COR'l'-X 2 iu the simulations. 
(t- 0.6 
~a = 1 .0 
~a! = 1.0 
p = 0.1 
f5rn.a;t' =: 1.0 
Pab ::::: 1.0 
Description 
Fu""Y AHT search order 
Fuzzy AHT learning rate 
Map Field learning ra.Le 
Baseline Fuzzy AllT vigilance Pa 
Maximum A R'I~1 vigilance 
Map Field vigihm.~c_ce __ _ 
Table 2: The Fnz~:yAB:TMAP parameter set used for the sirnula.t.ions. 
CORT-X 2 Data Coarse code usinq spatial/ Gaussian av_q 
filter set pr-esentation 4x4 I 8x8 I .16x16 
Small Ordered 81.0/83.1 84.1/86.4 86.7/90.5 
Small Unordered 80.:!/83.9 84.9/86.5 86.8/89.3 
Large Ordered 76.8/78.7 79.0(81.6 79.1/80.1 
Large Unordered 77.4/79.7 80.5/815 77.1/80.5 
Table 3: Recognition results on a noise free database (C = 0). In the table 1 
"Large'' refers to the run with the larger sci of CORT-X 2 oriented filters, 
''Small" refers to the run with the smaller set of filters. Views were present.cd 
either in natura.I order or in random order. Data was coarse coded from 
128x128 down to 4x1, 8x8, or 16x16 using simple spatial averaging or Gaus-
sian averaging. Recognition scores refer t.o the percent of 2-D views corredly 
associated with a. 3-D object. 
to 50 views over each objcci... Training in random order consisted of a series 
of 40 runs of 100 training set views over ead1 object. B:_ccogniLion sr.orcs a.re 
taken as an average of fifteen separate training-test.ing cycles. 
7.1 Fast learning without noise 
No clear advantage results from ordered presentation as compared to un-
ordered presentation using noise-free data (C = 0) and fast learning, as 
shown by the results in Table 3. It can be seen that the smaller COHT-X 
2 filter set resulted in better recognition perforrna.nce overall a.nd did better 
given more detail (less coarse coding). 
7.2 Fast learning simulation with noise 
'l'he system was next tested with noisy data using additive white noise scaled 
by C = 1.0. Table 4 shows what percent of the additive noise survives pro·· 
c:essing by COHT-X 2 alone, and hy COHT-X 2 and coarse coding \oge\her. 
The percent noise surviving these 1 r<lllsformations was rneasured by the fol-
lowing formula: 
[
\]i(I -1 N)- w(l)l 
DHtX , . X 100, (5) V(~;,y) G 
where I is the image, N is the noise irna.ge, '}I is the CORT-X 2 filter, C > 0 
is the noise scaling parameter a.ncl (a:, y) is the pixel index in the ima.gcs. 
Table 4 represents the avera.gc results from ten measurements using equa..t.ion 
(5). Vlfith such noise reduction, the recognition results shown in Table 5 were 
sirnila.r to those for the noise-free case in Ta.blc :1, exeept. for some falling of!' 
of recognition scores at. the lowest level of <:oa.rsc coding (the H) x 16 case). 
Table G shows the number of nodes created by the network after tra.ining 
for the no noise (left entry) a.ncl noise (right entry) results reported above. 
Noise cause:; a small innease in the number of categories fonned on average 
as the network attempts to correct a. greater number of noise-induced error;.; 
during supervised training. 
I %noise surviving CORT-X 2 jilterinq and Coarse Coding· I 
Lar·ge CORT-X 2 filters Small CORl'-X 2 fillers 
{16x8, 1 Ox5) (10x5, 6x3) 
1.79 2.42 
After Gaussian coarse coding from 128x128 down to: 
16x16 0.33 o.:l4 
8x8 0.23 0.29 
4x4 0.19 0.26 
After spa!.ial average coarse coding from J28x128 down to: 
16x16 0.40 0.40 
8x8 0.28 0.30 
4x4 0.21 0.28 
Table 4: Percent of additive \'t'hite noise surviving processing by C011-T-X 2 
and coarse coding. 
CORl'-X 2 Data Coarse code ttsing spati.a./ / Gaussian av[J 
filt.er set presentation 4x4 8x8 16x.16 
Small Ordered 80.1/83.3 84.5/85.9 84.2/89':1 
Small Unordered 79.4/8:3.2 83.9/86.4 84.3/88.0 
-··· 
Large Ordered 76.6/79.4 79.3/80 8 75.8/79.3 
Large Unordered 76.0/79.7 78.4/80.7 75.5/79.0 
Table 5: Recognition results on noisy data. (C:::: 1.) \vith fast learning (f3ab:::: 
1.0). These results difl'er little from the noise-free results in 'I\tble 3 (no noise 
condition) with the exception of some consistent reduction in scores for the 
l6x16 coarse coding. 
CORT-X 2 Data Coarse code 11sinq spatial/ Ga~tssian avg l 
filter set presentat.ion 4x4 I 8.x8 I 16x/6 __ 
Small Ordered [172, 184] [77, 73] [31, -33] 
[165, 169] [70, 73] [:l3, 35] 
··-·-
--Small Unordered [191, 198] [76, 77] [:31, :l5] 
[175, 179] [73, 76] [:l5, 36] 
Large Ordered [HiS, 179] -----· [71, 68] [:)1,33 J 
[160, 162] [67, 71] [30, 31] 
La.rge Unordered [183, 192] [73, 75] -'[a2, :J2] 
[lfi9, j 74] [fi9, 72] [3:l, :l2] 
-~ 
Table (): Average number of A.RT~l categories formed during training for the 
simulations ofTa.ble :~(no noise) and Ta.blc 5 (noise). The format in the table 
is as follows: [spatial avg.J/[Gaussian avg.J = [No noise, Noisc]/[No noise, 
Noise]. 
CORT-X 2 Data Coarse code using spat.ia.l / Gaussian (Wg 
filter set presentat.ion 4x4 I 8x8 .16x16 
Small Ordered 79.9/83.1 84.0/85.6 84.7 /89.D 
Small Unordered 78.8/83.:l 83.2/85.7 84.9/89.1 
Large Ordered 76.3/78.2 78.5/81.5 77.0/78.8 
Large U nordercd 77.4/80.2 79.6/80.41 75.8/79.2 
Table 7: Recognition results on noisy data (C = 1) with slow learning to the 
Map Field (f:!ab = 0.2, Pmax = 0.95). Due to the low levels of noise surviving 
preprocessing) the recognition results here are not substantially different than 
those found using fast learning in noise in Table 5 except where noise was 
highest as in the 16x16 coarse coding. As noise increases) slow learning 
becomes more important for maintaining good recognition scores. 
7.3 Slow learning simulation with noise 
For the next set of c,omputer simulations, the network was run on the noisy 
data using slow learning to the Map Field (f3ab :::: 0.2). Fast. learning was still 
used within the ART~ module itself (!3a = 1.0). Note that for Pma" = 1.0, 
the results for slow lea.rning and fast. learning (Sedion 7.2) to the Map Field 
arc equivalent. They are equivalent because with Map Field vigilance set. to 
Pab = 1.0 as in Table 2, the slightest. mismatch at. the Ma.p Field will invoke 
match tracking and a new category will be erea.t.ed. To derive benefit frorn 
slow learning in t.he ease Pab = 1.0, we set Pmax = 0.95. 'J'able 7 reeordB the 
results using slow learning in large amplitude noise (C' = 1). \"!here noise 
levels after preprocessing were very small, the reBults were a.pproxirna.t.ely the 
same as in the fast learning case shown in Table 5. Slow lea.ming begins to 
help when the noise level increases, as \Vit.h U1e 16 X lG coarse coding. Table 
8 records the average number of categories formed for the noisy da.ta. case 
using fast learning and slow learning. Slow learning with Pma,~; = 0.95, caused 
approximately 10% fewer categories to be formed than \vit.h f5ma:1~ = 1 .0, si11cc 
noise-induced errors do not a.Iway::; cause the formation of a. new category in 
the former case. 
8 Voting versus view transitions 
For the jet data set as processed by VJE\iVNET, it \Vas found that the aver-
age overall length of an error sequence was 1.:n 2-D views \vith a standard 
deviation of 0.57 views. 'I'hus, when an error occurs 1 collecting evidence from 
(or voting over) two rnore views will usually he suHicicnt to correct the error. 
'T'his can be done in VII~WNET by adding an integn.tt.ion field (Fint) betvvcen 
the Map Field (F"') m"l the winner-take-all field (F'"'") in Figure 7. The 
equation for the integrator field is stepped OIH~e each time AR'I~1 chooses a 
category: (X'"')"''"- (3· "'"." ·'- (1 -- (3· )("·'"')"'" ' k - tnl•<-k 1 1.nt '"k , (6) 
where xj;1t is an integrator node for the kt-h object 1 f3int is the integration rate 
each time the equation is stepped, and x/..:b is the k 111 Map Field category. 'I'he 
CORT-X 2 Data Coarse code 11sing spatial/ Gaussian avg 
filter set presentation 4x4 [ 8o:8 16x16 
Smitll Ordered [184, 165] [?:l, 67] [33, ilO] 
[169, 150] [73, 66] [35, 32] 
Small Unordered ~198, 180! [77, 69] [:l5, :l2] 
[179, 163] [76, 70] [:lG, :l:\] 
Large Ordered [179, 160] [68, GJ] [:l3 ' 30] 
[162, 147] [71, 66] [31, 2D] 
Large Unordered [192, 175] ·-[75, 6D] [il2, 30] 
[174, 160] [72, 67] [32, :lo] 
Table 8: Average nurnber of nodes forrned during training for the simulations 
of Tables 5 (noise with fast learning) iUJd 7 (noise with slow leitrning). The 
format in the tctble is as follows: [spatictl ctvg.J/[GituSsiiUJ <wg.] = [fast learn-
ing) slow lcarning]/[fast; learning) slow learning]. H can be seen th;-1,{, slow 
learning reduced the number of nodes formed by approxirna.tely 10%. 
maximal integration node is chosen by the winner-take-all field (./?wta) as the 
net.work)s identification of the 3-D object. 
F'igurc 9 shows the a.vera.ge recognition scores for voting with {3int = 0.2 
over one, two, and three views under CORT-X 2 preprocessing with large~ 
and small scale filter sets and coarse coding to 4 x 4, 8 X 8 and 1() x 1 () pixels 
using both Gaussian and spatial averaging. Voting over :3 f'ra.mes irnproves 
recognition results by an average of ten percent with the best. results being 
08.5% correct for srna.ll scale filtered 16 X 16 Gaussia.n coarse coded data.. 
The advantage of voting over using 2-D view transitions is that given N 
2-D views, the O(IV 2) cost for lea.rning view transitions is a.voidcd. To corn-
pare how well voting over view sequence;; does to using view transitions, the 
architecture described in Braclski, Ca.rpcnter) and Grossberg (1991) (Sedion 
1) t.hat incorporates 2-D views and 2-D view tra.nsitions for recognition was 
simulated. 
ln Figure 9, the black circles and squa.res represent the recognition scores 
using view t.ranHitions for preprocessing with the large and small scale COHT-
X 2 filters respectively. Recognition :;cores from view transitions and frorn 
evidence a.ccurnulation arc :;imilar. Since evidence accumulation does no{. 
require the O(N 2 ) nodes needed for learning 2-D view transitions, evidence 
acnunulation over view transitions seems sufficient for this application. 
9 Concluding Remarks 
Using the smaller set of COHT-X 2 filters, a a-D objcd recognition rate of 
approximately 90% may be achieved from single 2-D views alone without. 
recourse to rnore elaborate methods of gcncntting aspect graph models of 
the 3-D objeds. When evidence integration or voting over a sequence of 
views is added) recognition rates reach 98.5% within three vic''~'S. Voting 
over two views did as well as using view transition:; on this database) but 
Recognition results with voting 
Gaussian coarse coding: 
4x4 8x8 16x16 
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Figure 9: Recognition results for voting \"lith a.n integration rate of /fillt = 0.2. 
The graphs show the recognition results after gathering evidence over one, 
two and three £-D views for data preprocessed using large (solid line) a.nd 
small (dott.ed line) scale CORT-X 2 ftlters. Results from both Gaussi;u1 and 
spatial averaging coarse coding rnethods are shown where the images were 
reduced from 128 X 128 down to 4 X 1, 8 x 8 and 16 X 16 pixels. The circles 
and squares represent recognition scores resulting from using view transitions 
as discussed in Section 8. 
without the drawback of needing to learn O(N 2 ) view transitions given N) 
2-D views. These recognition rates can be maintained even in high noise 
conditions using the preprocessing rnethods described here. 
These high recognition rates were achieved by using a different preproces-
sor and supervised learning to create more optimal category boundaries than 
in the Seibert and \t\laxman studies. Seibert and Waxman (1992) used unsu-
pervised clustering of coarse coded maximal curvature data t.o create general 
categories that unambiguously selected for the correct 3-D object. only 25% 
of the time. ln so doing, their network created 41 categories during training. 
To overcome the ambiguity of their general AHT 2 ca.tegories) Seibert and 
\tVaxman used 2-D view category transitions to help identify the 3-D objects. 
Even if two 3-D objects shared the 2-D view categories of AHT 2, they might 
not share the particular 2-D view category transitions that could then be 
used to distinguish one object from the other at the cost of needing to rep-
resent 0( N 2 ) transitions. Seibert and \Vaxman )s network must then be able 
to represent possible cross-correlations between every categorical 2-D vic\v 
in its view transition matrices) one for each ohjed, even if no correla.t.ions 
are eventually found between some of the cat.egorics. Thus) their algorithm 
needed to represent the possible correlations bet.\veen each of the 11 2-D view 
categories that. were generated. The total nurnbcr of correlations were then 
(41 2 - 41)/2 = 820, since transitions and their reverse are equivalent and 
there are no self-transitions. This is done for each object for a total rep-
rescnta.tion of 820 x 3 = 24_60 possible correlations. ln actual practice) the 
view transition matrices were sparse. For exa.rnple) 70 view t.r;tnsitions were 
actually learned during training for the F-16. In contrast, Tables :3 and G 
show that VIEW NET obtained its best. recognition results over all three jets 
using a. toted of 33 2-D view categories without any representation of view 
transitions. 
The Fuzzy AR'I'MAP architecture computes goodness of fit information 
that. may be used to enha.nee its power in future applications. In particular, 
the rnatch or choice equation in Figure 8 may be used to measure to the 
qurdity of the recognition. lf VJE\VNET rccogni~es a :1-D objed.) but its 
AR7:1 category prototype provides a poor fit Lo the input vector) then the 
goodness of fit information could be used to cause vn;\iVNET to coiled more 
data. before a fmal recognition decision is ma.dc. If VlE\~'NJ.'~T in embedded 
in <ln active vision system) then a poorly fitting view could be used to trigger 
the system to move to get a. better perspective. 
A Appendix: CORT-X 2 equations 
The equa.tionr; for the COH:I'-X 2 filter as described in Section ~3 are discussed 
below. Figure 2 shows the flow chart and filter kernels. Table 1 summarizes 
the parameters used in the simulations. Filter kernels G, U) and () are 
norrnalized to h:-tve area equal to one. 
A.l Step 1. Discounting the Illuminant 
ON-C and OFF-C Network: The activation Xij at node Vi.j at. position 
( i, j) obeys the shunting on-center off-surround equation: 
dl x;; =-Ax;;+ (B- x;;)C;; -- (x;; + D)E';;, (7) 
c.t 
and Xij obeys the off-center, on-surround equation: 
,;>;; = -A(x;; - S) + (B- 5.:;; )C;; - (.,-,i + D)E;; (8) 
where Cu, CiJ, EiJ, EiJ arc discn··( (' convolutions of' tlw input with gaussian 
kernels of the form: 
K;; = Lp,q I1,, Kpqij with Kpqij '' cxp { -a- 2 log 2[(p- i) 2 + (q - j) 2]} . 
The on-center kcrud of Xij is Lhc off-surround kemel of :r;j, and Lhc 
off-surround kernel of :i:ij is the on-center kernel of Xij. Then cij :::: Eij) 
E;; = C;;. Also in equations (7) <end (8), 1J = D and])= JJ. At. equilibrium 
in (.he ON-C network, 
L(,,q)(JJC,qij - DEpqij )I,, 
Xij =A+ L(p,g)(Cpqij + E,.,;;)Ipq' 
and in the OFF-C network, 
- AS+ L(l>,q)(DEpqij - BCpqij )lpq 
Xij = A+ L(p,q)(Cpqij + E,,;;)I,, 
A.2 Step 2. CORT-X 2 Filter 
(9) 
( 1 0) 
Oriented receptive fields a.rc elliptical with y2 ja; + a; 2 Jb; = I, where a8 is 
the major axis and bs is the minor axis with as ~ b5 . rl\vo si~::cs of receptive 
fields were used) indexed by the subscript s with J = small scale a.nd 2 = 
large scale. Orientations a.rc indexed below by subscript /;:. 
Sirnple Cells: Simple cells of scale s with activation variable :c = ;r;j 
and receptive field orientation k have outputs 
S,L(i,j,k) = rnax[L,(a:,k)- e>,,R,(a:,k)- (3.,0] (11) 
S',R(-i, j, k) = rnax[li:,(,v, k) - IY,, L, ( x, k) - f), 0] ( J 2) 
where L:;(.1: 1 k) and Rs(x) k) are the left. or right oriented receptive iield input.s 
(I :l) 
and 
Jl.,(a:, k) = ~,q)E•· .• (i,j,k) :v,,wpq (11) 
.--t(J>,q)El's(i,j,k) Wpq 
where Wpq is a weighting factor proportional to the area of a cell covered hy 
the receptive field. L a.nd R in 8sL and SsH indicate that. each receptive field 
is sensitive to the opposite direction-of-contrast from its cornpanion. The ON 
and OFF networks have separate set.s of simple cells wit.h t.he ON sirnple cells 
denoted by s_;L and S'_tn) and the OFF simple cells denoted by s;~, and S'.;rt· 
Complex Cells: The complex cell output C',,(x, I:) is defined by 
C,(i,j, k) = F[S';[Ji,j, k) + S1'n(i, j, k) + s;L(i, j, k) + 8-:JJi, j, k)]. (15) 
Hypercomplex Cells (First Competitive Stage): The hypercomplex 
cells Ds ( i, j, k) receive input from the spatial competition among the cornplex 
cells: 
D ( .. k) [ c,(i,j,k) a] (16) s t,J,' ::::::Inax .. -r, , 
E +I' Lm Ly C',(p, q, m)G,(p, q, Z,], k) 
Hypereomplex Cells (Sceond Competitive Stage): Hypercomplcx 
cells Ds (£, j) compute the competition among oriented activities Ds ( i, j, 1..~) 
at each position. 'I'his process is simplified as a winner-take-all proceBs 
D,(i,j) = D2(i,j,K) = maxD,(i,j,k), 
k 
where [{ denotes the orientation of the maxirnally activated cell. 
(17) 
Multiple Scale Interaction: The interaction bet;wecn the srnall a.nd 
large scales is defined by 
lh2(i,j) = D,(i,j)'E_D2(JJ,q)U(p,q,i,j) (18) 
p,q 
Long-Range Cooperation: The large detectors D2(i, j), are capable of 
responding across locations where pixel signed strength has been reduced by 
noise. Such boundary signals may) however) be poorly localized. 'l'o overcome 
this tradeoff between boundary completion a.nd localization) large-sca.le cells 
interact cooperatively as 
!32( i, j) = D2( i, j) max [L D2(p, q, K)O(p, q, i, j, I\)- 6, o] . ( 19) 
p,q 
CORT-X 2 Output: The final out.put of the COHT-X 2 filter is the 
sum of the rnult.iple scale interaction and the cooperative process: 
B(i,j) = B12(i,j) + B2(i,j). (20) 
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